Abstract. We describe a fast, stable algorithm for the solution of the inverse acoustic scattering problem in two dimensions. Given full aperture far field measurements of the scattered field for multiple angles of incidence, we use Chen's method of recursive linearization to reconstruct an unknown sound speed at resolutions of thousands of square wavelengths in a fully nonlinear regime. Despite the fact that the underlying optimization problem is formally ill-posed and non-convex, recursive linearization requires only the solution of a sequence of linear least squares problems at successively higher frequencies. By seeking a suitably band-limited approximation of the sound speed profile, each least squares calculation is well-conditioned and involves the solution of a large number of forward scattering problems, for which we employ a recently developed, spectrally accurate, fast direct solver. For the largest problems considered, involving 19,600 unknowns, approximately one million partial differential equations were solved, requiring approximately two days to compute using a parallel MATLAB implementation on a multi-core workstation.
1. Introduction. Inverse scattering problems arise in many areas of science and engineering, including medical imaging [59, 61, 62, 69] , remote sensing [74, 76] , ocean acoustics [23, 29] , nondestructive testing [30, 40] , geophysics [3, 72] and radar [13, 28, 34] . In this paper, we investigate the problem of recovering an unknown compactly supported sound speed profile or contrast function, denoted by q(x), from far-field acoustic scattering measurements in two space dimensions.
Letting Ω denote a domain containing the support of q(x), we very briefly review the forward scattering problem in the time-harmonic setting, when the contrast function is known. The governing equation is then the Helmholtz equation ∆u(x) + k 2 (1 − q(x)) u(x) = 0, (1.1) for x ∈ R 2 , where
and k is the frequency (or wavenumber) under consideration. Here, u inc denotes a known incoming field, which satisfies the constant coefficient Helmholtz equation 2) and u scat denotes the unknown scattered field, which must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition where r = x . It is straightforward to verify that is assumed to lie within the domain Ω and impinged upon by an incoming field u inc , such as a plane wave. In the forward scattering problem, q(x) is known and one seeks to compute the scattered field, either within Ω or in the far field -say, on the boundary ∂B of an enclosing disk B. In the inverse scattering problem, q(x) is unknown, and one seeks to determine it from measurements of the scattered field on ∂B.
which reduces to the constant coefficient equation (1.2) outside the support of q(x). Together, (1.4) and (1.3) define the forward scattering problem.
We assume that the incoming field is a plane wave of the form
where d is a unit vector that defines the direction of propagation. We also assume that the scattered field is measured on the boundary ∂B of a disk B which contains Ω ( Fig. 1.1 ). More precisely, we denote by u f ar (θ) the measured data u f ar (θ) = u scat (R cos θ, R sin θ), for θ ∈ [0, 2π], where R denotes the radius of the disk B.
Remark 1.1. When it is important to be explicit about the direction of incidence and frequency, we will denote u inc (x) by u inc k,d (x) and u scat (x) by u scat k,d (x). Likewise, when it is necessary to be explicit about the dependence on q(x), we will denote u scat (x) by u scat q (x) and u It is important to note that, in the far field, no more than O(k) independent measurements can reasonably be made on ∂B, assuming the support of q(x) has been normalized to have approximately unit diameter. This follows from either standard estimates for the behavior of the multipole expansion of u scat k,dm (x), or the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [24, 25, 26, 38] . In physical terms, the issue is that Fourier modes on ∂B whose frequency exceeds k correspond to evanescent and rapidly decaying fields emanating from the scatterer. Acquiring such data would impose exponential accuracy requirements on the measurements of u f ar k,dm (θ). In short, only O(k) linearly independent measurements are available for each angle of incidence with finite precision. Similar arguments show that only O(k) independent directions of incidence are useful in probing the unknown inhomogeneity, leading to a total of O(k 2 ) independent measurements. Thus, in two dimensions, the single frequency inverse problem is at the limits of feasibility in seeking to reconstruct a model for q(x) with O(k 2 ) unknowns. Definition 1.2. Suppose now that we probe the unknown function q(x) at a set of frequencies {k j , j = 1, . . . , Q}, with incident directions at each frequency k j denoted by {d j,m , m = 1, . . . , M j }. The multi-frequency inverse scattering problem consists of determining q(x) from {u f ar kj ,dj,m (θ); j = 1, . . . , Q, m = 1, . . . , M j }. Remark 1.2. As indicated above, the number of linear independent measurements that can be made on ∂B is of the order O(k j ) at frequency k j . We will denote by P j the number of distinct (equispaced) measurements made in the angular variable θ. In practice, one could make a larger number of measurements and filter/denoise the data by fitting a Fourier series on ∂B with P j modes.
We assume q(x) ∈ C 0 (Ω) and define the operator
The operator F is well-defined since the forward scattering problem is well-posed. To obtain the value of u f ar k,d at a point x = (R cos θ, R sin θ), one must solve (1.4) and (1.3) or its integral equation counterpart, the Lippmann-Schwinger equation [34, 63] ,
0 (x) is the usual Hankel function of the first kind. Eq. (1.6) is derived by integrating both sides of (1.4) against G(x, y), using the fact that it is the Green's function for eq. (1.2) satisfying the radiation condition (1.3).
We will focus here on the multi-frequency inverse scattering problem defined above. In other words, our goal is to solve the nonlinear system of equations
for j = 1, . . . , Q, m = 1, . . . , M j . This is an ill-posed, nonlinear and nonconvex problem with a substantial literature (see, for example, [10, 34, 58] and the references therein). Broadly speaking, existing approaches can be classified as either iterative methods, derived from a nonlinear optimization framework, or direct methods, based on ideas drawn from image and signal processing. Iterative methods include variants of Newton's method [24, 25, 26] , the Gauss-Newton method [16, 17, 18] , Landweber iteration [4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 48] , quasi-Newton methods [43, 44, 45] , and the nonlinear conjugate gradient method [56, 57, 75] . Direct methods include decomposition methods [31, 35, 54, 65, 66, 68] , the linear sampling method [20, 32] , the singular source method [67, 68] , the factorization method [51, 52] , and the probe method of Ikehata [49] . Nevertheless, most numerical work on reconstruction has been limited to fairly simple contrast functions involving perhaps dozens of parameters in a model for the unknown contrast function q(x).
In this paper, we are interested in developing a method for high-resolution two-dimensional applications, where q(x) is modeled as a function on a grid with up to 100 × 100 unknowns. We will make use of a Newton-like iterative method which relies on the frequency k as a continuation parameter. More precisely, we will solve a sequence of single-frequency inverse problems for higher and higher values of k, using the approximation of q(x) obtained at the preceding frequency as an initial guess. In the context of inverse scattering, such a scheme was first proposed by Chen [26] and is referred to as recursive linearization. More recent contributions include [5, 6, 8, 11] . The analogous problem for scattering from an unknown, impenetrable, sound-soft object is discussed in [13, 70, 71] . For time-domain versions of the problem, see [12, 73] . Remark 1.3. The ill-posedness inherent in inverse scattering is closely tied to the issues stemming from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle discussed above. Loosely speaking, features of q(x) that have frequency content greater than the probing incident field are evanescent and poorly determined by far field measurements. Overcoming this problem is often addressed by using some form of ad hoc regularization while solving the linearized subproblems which arise in the various reconstruction schemes [19, 34, 50, 53] . In the original work on recursive linearization [24, 25, 26] , however, and in our previous work on inverse obstacle scattering [13] , it was shown that the same stabilizing effect can be achieved by using a suitably band-limited model for the unknown. We will continue to employ that strategy here (see Section 3).
An outline of the paper follows. In Section 2, we describe the forward scattering problem and its solution using the fast direct solver developed in [41] -the so-called Hierarchical Poincaré-Steklov method. In Section 3, we describe our implementation of recursive linearization for the inverse problem and in Section 4, we illustrate the performance of our method. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks and a discussion of future directions for research.
2. The direct scattering problem. In this section, we briefly review the forward scattering problem and its solution for penetrable media in two dimensions. We assume that the index of refraction 1 − q(x) is real and positive for x ∈ Ω, so that the problem has a unique solution for any k > 0 [34] .
We begin by observing that an alternative formulation for the original partial differential equation (1.1) is to consider an interior variable medium problem
coupled with an exterior constant-coefficient problem
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the interior Dirichlet problem does not have a resonance at the particular frequency k under consideration. We then seek to find functions h(x) and s(x) so that gluing together the interior and exterior total fields yields a continuously differentiable total 4 field u(x). If that can be achieved, then the solution to (2.1) matches the solution to (1.1) in the interior of Ω and u = u scat + u inc matches the solution to (1.1) in the exterior of Ω by a simple uniqueness argument [34] .
To accomplish this matching, let ∂u ∂n denote the outward normal derivative of the solution to (2.1) on ∂Ω. We may then define the interior "Dirichlet-to-Neumann" map T int by
There is also a well-defined exterior "Dirichlet-to-Neumann" map T ext such that
Given these two maps, it is straightforward to determine s(x) and h(x) by impose the continuity conditions
In particular , we can obtain the scattered field u scat (x) = s(x) on ∂Ω by solving the problem (analogous to equation (2.12) in [55] ):
Remark 2.1. While T int is rather complicated to describe, T ext can be written using standard layer potentials from Green's formula, since the scattered field u scat (x) satisfies
for x in the exterior of Ω. Here, Dφ(x) = ∂Ω ∂G(x,y) ∂ny φ(y)ds(y) and Sφ(x) = ∂Ω G(x, y)φ(y)ds(y) are the double and single layer operators, respectively and G(x, y) = (i/4)H (1) 0 (k x − y ). Using standard jump relations [33, 34] , it is easy to verify that
This is the essence of the approach used in the Hierarchical Poincaré-Steklov (HPS) solver of [41] . Without entering into details, we simply note here that the basic discretization, for Kth order accuracy, involves superimposing a quad-tree on the domain Ω, with tensor product K × K Chebyshev grids on each leaf node, used to represent both u(x) and q(x). The HPS method solves the interior problem on Ω by a recursive merging procedure, and represents the exterior field using a layer potential on ∂Ω. By a careful use of "impedance-to-impedance" maps, the method involves well-conditioned operators and requires only O(N 3/2 ) work for factoring the system matrix with a given contrast function q(x). Given that factorization, the solver requires only O(N log N ) work in order to solve eq. (1.4) for each right-hand side defined by u inc . (See the original paper [41] for a complete description of the method.)
Over the last decade, a number of fast direct solvers have been developed with the same basic complexity, some using direct discretization of the partial differential equation (PDE) and some using the Lippmann-Schwinger integral formulation. We will not attempt to review the literature here and refer the reader to [1, 2, 14, 15, 22, 27, 36, 37, 46, 47, 60, 77, 78] and the references therein.
The HPS solver was implemented in MATLAB and run in parallel mode using up to 12 cores of a system with 2.5GHz Intel Xeon CPUs. To illustrate its performance, Table 2 .1 presents the run-time for a sequence of problems with increasing frequency k and an increasing number of discretization points, using the simple contrast function
N denotes the total number of points used to discretize the domain Ω, and N ∂Ω is the number of points used on the boundary ∂Ω for the solution of the exterior problem. T interior , T bdry and T solve are the times (in seconds) to factor the interior system matrix, the exterior system matrix, and apply the resulting inverse, respectively. Remark 2.2. Note that the performance of the solver is independent of the wavenumber. Here the number of points per wavelength is kept fixed for consistency with experiments later where this choice guarantees a specific accuracy.
3. The inverse scattering problem. We turn now to the problem of recovering q(x) from a set of far-field measurements of the scattered field. Instead of solving the full multi-frequency system of equations (1.7), we will proceed by solving a sequence of single frequency inverse problems. At each fixed frequency k, we assemble the scattered data for each of M incident directions into the nonlinear system:
where
. . .
3.1. Linearization. Using Newton's method, we linearize the problem (3.1) for q(x) in the neighborhood of an initial guess q 0 (x). For this, let δq = q − q 0 , so that we may write
leading to the linear system
where J q0,k is the Fréchet derivative of the operator F at q 0 :
Each block J q0,k,dm is the Fréchet derivative of the corresponding mapping F k,dm [q 0 ], whose evaluation in terms of a scattering problem is described in Theorem 3.1. Eq. (3.4) is an overdetermined linear system of equations for the increment δq, assuming that M · P exceeds the number of degrees of freedom in the representation for q(x), where P denotes the number of equispaced measurements made in the angular variable on ∂B. Since we will solve this system iteratively, we will need an algorithm for applying J q0,k to a vector, as well as its adjoint J * q0,k .
Theorem 3.1.
[34] Let d denote the angle of incidence of an incoming field u inc and let
denote the solution to the scattering problem
satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Let δq be a given perturbation of q 0 and let
where v f ar (θ) = v(R cos θ, R sin θ) and v(x) denotes the solution to the scattering problem
satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition.
Proof. Let us write the solution to the scattering problem for the inhomogeneity q 0 + δq in the form
In that case, v(x) is the change in the scattered field induced by the perturbation δq. The desired result follows after dropping quadratic terms.
Theorem 3.2. Let f (θ) denote a smooth function on the circle ∂B of radius R and let χ(f, ∂B) denote the corresponding singular charge distribution on ∂B with charge density f , viewed as a generalized function in R 2 . Let d denote the direction of incidence of an incoming field u inc , and let q 0 (x) denote a given inhomogeneity in Ω. Then the adjoint operator J *
where u 0 (x) denotes the solution to (3.6) and w(x) is the solution to
in R 2 , satisfying the adjoint Sommerfeld radiation condition
Proof. We first integrate both sides of (3.8) against the conjugate of w(x):
Using Green's second identity and the Sommerfeld radiation condition, it is straightforward to show that
Since δq is arbitrary, this yields the desired result.
Definition 3.3. We define the adjoint of J q,k by
3.2. Discretization and regularization at a fixed frequency. As noted in the introduction, at a given frequency k, we can only make O(k 2 ) independent measurements at finite precision, Thus, we seek to reconstruct a model for q(x) with supp(q)
2 which has only O(k 2 ) free parameters.
This avoids various ad hoc regularization methods that are in common use. More precisely, at frequency k, we approximate the contrast function q(
by the function 12) with the maximum frequency S(k) = 2k . This representation has several useful features. Projection from a sampled function q(x) onto the coefficients {q m1,m2 } can be accomplished in O(N log N ) time using the nonuniform FFT (see [39, 42] and the references therein). N here denotes the number of points in the discretization of q(x 1 , x 2 ). Moreover, the approximation is spectrally accurate for any smooth function q(x) which has vanished together with all its derivatives at the boundary of Ω. Definition 3.4. Letq(k) denote the vector of coefficients of the truncated sine series in (3.12). We denote by E k the operator which evaluates the sine series given by the coefficientsq(k) at points x ∈ Ω. We denote by E * k its adjoint.
Newton iteration. Suppose that we have an initial guess q (0)
k for the unknown contrast function, with far field measurements made at a fixed frequency k. Let δq denote the vector of sine series coefficients which we will use to approximate the unknown perturbation δq. Newton's method, for a tolerance , proceeds as follows:
For i = 0, 1, . . .
1. Solve the linearized problem in a least squares sense using the normal equations:
It is instructive, at this stage, to compute the work required at a single frequency k. At the ith Newton step, we must solve M inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations to obtain the right-hand side for the system (3.13). Assuming that we solve the normal equations iteratively using, say, the conjugate gradient method, we must solve 2M inhomogeneous Helmholtz equations at each iteration to apply J * q
. Each of the PDEs, however, corresponds to a different right-hand-side in eqs.
(3.8) or (3.10). Thus, using the HPS solver, we need only compute the factorization of the PDE once per Newton iteration. Thus, the total work is of the order
where N denotes the number of grid points used in the solver.
3.4. Recursive Linearization. Our approach to the full multi-frequency inverse scattering problem (1.7) is now straightforward to describe. As noted above, it is based on Chen's method of recursive linearization [5, 6, 8, 11, 24, 25, 26] .
The essential insight of recursive linearization is the following; while (1.7) is a non-convex, nonlinear system of equations, if a band-limited approximation q k (x) of q(x) were available and δk is sufficiently small, then q k (x) is in the basin of attraction for Newton's method in seeking the global minimum for q k+δk (x). We refer to the references cited above for a discussion of the theoretical foundations. Here, we describe an efficient implementation using all of the data corresponding to (1.7).
Recursive Linearization using Newton's method
We assume we have full aperture data for each of the frequencies {k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k Q } with
• Obtain an approximation q k1 for the contrast function q(x) at the lowest available frequency using the Born approximation [6, 7, 21] or a direct imaging method like MUSIC or linear sampling [4] .
-Create a uniform grid with N = N (k j ) points in the domain Ω.
-(Since the domain is k j /2 wavelengths across, 10 points per wavelength requires a grid with N ≈ (5k j ) 2 points.) -Sample q kj on the given grid.
-Solve the single frequency system F kj [q] = u f ar kj using Newton's method (section 3.3) with initial guess q kj−1 .
-Set q kj to be the solution obtained by Newton's method.
A crude estimate of the total work follows, assuming that k Q is the maximum frequency, that we take a step in frequency of δk = O (1) , that the number of Newton iterations N newton = 1 and that the number of iterations N iter required to solve the linear least squares problem is independent of frequency (see the next section). It is easy to see, under these hypotheses, that
The first term is the work required to factor the linear system corresponding to the forward scattering problem for the initial guess q k at each successive frequency. The second term is the work required to solve all the scattering problems required in applying J * q k ,k and J q k ,k at each iteration of the linearized problem.
Numerical experiments.
In order to illustrate the performance of our method, we have chosen four examples of increasing complexity. In each case, we take a known function q(x) and simulate the measured data on ∂B by solving the forward scattering problem. In order to avoid "inverse crimes", we use a different solver for data generation than we do for inversion. In particular, instead of the HPS solver, we use the fast HODLR-based scheme [1] for the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation with eight digits of accuracy.
We compute the data u f ar (θ) = u scat q,kj ,dj,m (R cos θ p , R sin θ p ) for m = 1, . . . , M j at R = 20 with θ p = 2πp/P j , for frequencies k j = 1 + j/4, with j = 0, . . . , Q, where M j = 2k j , and P j = 4k j . The incident directions are chosen as d j,m = (cos θ j,m , sin θ j,m ), where θ j,m = 2πm/M j .
In the first two examples, we use the scattered data computed from our forward solver. For the last two examples, noise in the form
is added, where 1 and 2 are normally distributed random variables with mean zero and variance one.
For each frequency k j , we discretize the domain Ω with a uniform quad tree consisting of 2 l × 2 l square leaf nodes with a 16 × 16 grid used on each to represent u(x) and q(x). In examples 1 and 2, l is chosen so that there are at least 10 points per wavelength in the discretization, yielding at least 5 digits of accuracy in the solver. In examples 3 and 4, l is chosen so that there are at least 6 points per wavelength in the discretization, yielding at least 3 digits of accuracy. For the sake of simplicity, rather than using the Born approximation or a direct imaging method [21, 4, 7, 6] , we assume
with q 1,1 , q 1,2 , q 2,1 given as the projection of q(x) onto those modes. For examples 1-4, we let k Q = 14.25, 9, 70, and 70, respectively. Finally, we make use of the least squares solver LSQR [64] in MATLAB. It is algebraically identical to conjugate gradient on the normal equations and the performance of the two methods is very similar. All timings below are reported using our solver in conjunction with the parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB, which makes use of up to 32 cores of a 2.5GHz Intel Xeon system. Parallelization is straightforward, since the forward scattering problems are all uncoupled and dominate the CPU time. Example 1: A single Gaussian.
First consider the case where the contrast function is a single Gaussian (Fig. 4.1) :
The progress of recursive linearization is presented in Fig. 4 .2, which shows contour plots of the exact solution next to the reconstructions at the lowest k = 1, a mid-range k = 5, and the highest k = 14.25 frequencies. Below the contour plots are cross-sections of the reconstructed function along a single line: that is, q(x, 0) for x ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. Fig. 4 .3 reports the L 2 -error of the reconstruction and the condition number of the linearized least squares problem as the frequency increases. Note that the convergence is very rapid as a function of k, since the contrast is smooth and the component solvers are high order accurate. The total solution time required was about fifteen minutes. Example 2: A sum of Hermite functions.
We next consider a contrast function made up of a sum of Hermite functions (Gaussians and their derivatives): where σ = 0.5 ( Fig. 4.1) . While the contrast function in this example is, in some sense, more complicated than a simple Gaussian, it is a smoother function. Thus, high fidelity is already achieved at k = 9. The progress of recursive linearization is presented in Fig. 4 .4, which shows contour plots of the reconstruction at frequencies k = 1, 5, and 9, as well as the exact solution. The figure also reports the L 2 -error of the reconstruction and the condition number of the linearized least squares problem verses frequency. Again, the convergence is very rapid as a function of k, since the contrast is smooth and the component solvers are high order accurate. The total solution time required was about ten minutes. Example 3: Axial cross-section of head.
For a more interesting (and higher frequency) model, we constructed a contrast function that resembles the axial cross section of a human head at the level of the orbitals (a simulated head phantom).
1 A surface plot of the contrast function is shown in Fig. 4 .1 (labeled example 3) and a contour plot in Fig. 4 .5 (labeled Exact). Fig. 4 .5 also illustrates the progress of recursive linearization at frequencies k = 1, 10, 25, 50, and 70. As mentioned previously, our simulated data was computed with 6 points per wavelength in the discretization, and 5% noise was added before reconstruction. shows a contour plot of the estimated q(x) at various frequencies as well as the exact contrast function. The lower row shows the corresponding plots of the reconstructed cross-section q(x, 0) for
The reconstruction is shown in red and the original contrast is shown in blue. Wavenumber data and the red line for the data with 5% noise. To exemplify the asymptotic behavior of the computational complexity of our method, we present in Table ? ? the running time for Newton's method interactions for chosen wavenumber using the data with 5% noise. In Table ? ?, N represents the total number of points used to represent the domain, N m is the number of modes for the basis functions and consequently the number of columns of the Equation (??), N d is the number of incidence directions used, N d ⇥ N p is the number of incidence directions times the number of measured points for each incidence place wave, this is equivalent to the total number of rows in the Equation (??), T f is the time in seconds spent to solve the forward problem given a contrast function q k , N it is the number of iterations necessary for the LSQR method to converge given a tolerance of ✏ = 10 3, and T l is the time in seconds taken to solve the Equation (??) using LSQR. We should remark here that the use of such a tolerance can be itself considered also a regularization [50] . Another important remark regarding the use of LSQR is that if we decide to use the tolerance smaller, with the increasing wavenumber, the number of iterations seems to stabilize, just like they do with 10 3. In the case of our examples, since we are using only 3 to 4 digits of accuracy in the calculated field, it does not make sense to use smaller tolerance.
Example 4.4. Thorax function
In the last example, we consider the contrast function to be a function representing an horizontal cross-section of the chest of a human being at the height of the heart. The function contains the profile of two lungs and the heart plus some details of bones, more precisely the spine and some ribs. A side view of this function is presented in Figure 4 .1(d) and a top view of the function is in Figure ? ?.
We present in Figure 4 .9(a)-4.9(e) the top-view of the reconstructions given by the RLM at Wavenumber data and the red line for the data with 5% noise. To exemplify the asymptotic behavior of the computational complexity of our method, we present in Table ? ? the running time for Newton's method interactions for chosen wavenumber using the data with 5% noise. In Table ? ?, N represents the total number of points used to represent the domain, N m is the number of modes for the basis functions and consequently the number of columns of the Equation (??), N d is the number of incidence directions used, N d ⇥ N p is the number of incidence directions times the number of measured points for each incidence place wave, this is equivalent to the total number of rows in the Equation (??), T f is the time in seconds spent to solve the forward problem given a contrast function q k , N it is the number of iterations necessary for the LSQR method to converge given a tolerance of ✏ = 10 3, and T l is the time in seconds taken to solve the Equation (??) using LSQR. We should remark here that the use of such a tolerance can be itself considered also a regularization [50] . Another important remark regarding the use of LSQR is that if we decide to use the tolerance smaller, with the increasing wavenumber, the number of iterations seems to stabilize, just like they do with 10 3. In the case of our examples, since we are using only 3 to 4 digits of accuracy in the calculated field, it does not make sense to use smaller tolerance.
We present in Figure 4 .9(a)-4.9(e) the top-view of the reconstructions given by the RLM at Table 4 .1 provides a more detailed breakdown of the run time for the recursive procedure (using simulated data with 5% noise). Here, N represents the total number of points used to discretize the domain Ω, M odes = S(k) * [S(k) + 1]/2 is the number of modes used as unknowns in the linear least squares problem, M is the number of incidence directions used, M · P is the number of incident directions times the number of receiver locations for each k, T f is the time (in secs.) spent factoring the discretized forward problem for a given contrast function q k , N it is the number of iterations necessary for the LSQR method to converge with a tolerance of = 10 −3 , and T l is the time (in secs.) to solve eq. (3.13) at the indicated frequency, and T t is the cumulative time needed for the 
Example 4.3. Head function
We consider the contrast function to be function representing the horizontal cross-section of the head of a person at the height of its eyes. The function contains the profile of the brain, the eyes, the nose and details of bones. A side view of this function is presented in Figure 4 .1(c) and a top view of the function is in Figure 4 .7(f).
We present in Figure ? ? the top-view of the reconstructions given by the RLM at the wavenumbers k = 1, 10, 25, 50, and 70 respectively, using the measured data with 5% noise. 
We present in Figure ? ? the top-view of the reconstructions given by the RLM at the wavenumbers k = 1, 10, 25, 50, and 70 respectively, using the measured data with 5% noise. full recursion up to the indicated value of k, with steps of δk = 0.25. Example 4: Axial cross-section of thorax. For our last example, we constructed a contrast function that simulates the axial cross section of a human thorax at the level of the heart.
2 A surface plot of the contrast function is shown in Fig. 4 .1 (labeled Example 4) and a contour plot in Fig. 4 .7 (labeled Exact). Fig. 4 .7 also shows the progress of recursive linearization at frequencies k = 1, 10, 25, 50, and 70. The simulated data was computed with 6 points per wavelength in the discretization, and we added 5% noise before reconstruction. number of LSQR iterations and the solution time results are reported for the problem with and without δ = 0.05 noise. Table 4 .2 reports a more detailed breakdown of the run time for the recursive procedure (using simulated data with 5% noise). The same notation is used as in Example 3. Table 4 .1: Running time for inverse problem for the brain contrast.
Conclusion.
We have presented a state-of the-art technique for reconstructing the contrast function representing the medium, given the far-field scattered field, using multiple angles of incidence and multiple frequencies.
While the problem is both ill-posed and nonlinear, a combination of techniques makes it tractable. Regarding the ill-posedness, first, we reduce the number of degrees of freedom to be determined based on physical considerations (the approximate dimensions of the object in wavelengths). We do not make use of Tikhonov regularization or other generic regularization schemes. The behavior of the solution operator is as predicted in [17] . Second, when multiple frequency data is available, we make use of recursive linearization [26] . To deal with the nonlinearity of the problem, we used Newton's method. In our experiments, Newton's method has trouble converging at the lowest frequency, when the initial guess is far from the desired minimum. Subsequently, recursive linearization enables rapid convergence, consistent with the analysis in [11] . In our method, we also make use of the fact that the conditioning of the reconstruction problem is improved by using multiple angles of incidence. Table 4 .1: Running time for inverse problem for the brain contrast.
While the problem is both ill-posed and nonlinear, a combination of techniques makes it tractable. Regarding the ill-posedness, first, we reduce the number of degrees of freedom to be determined based on physical considerations (the approximate dimensions of the object in wavelengths). We do not make use of Tikhonov regularization or other generic regularization schemes. The behavior of the solution operator is as predicted in [17] . Second, when multiple frequency data is available, we make use of recursive linearization [26] . To deal with the nonlinearity of the problem, we used Newton's method. In our experiments, Newton's method has trouble converging at the lowest frequency, when the initial guess is far from the desired minimum. Subsequently, recursive linearization enables rapid convergence, consistent with the analysis in [11] . In our method, we also make use of the fact that the conditioning of the reconstruction problem is improved by using multiple angles of incidence. the solution of the forward scattering problems in each step, so that all our experiments are easily carried out using modest computational resources.
(c) LSQR iterations
The method is easily extended to the case of acoustic three dimensions and electromagnetic three dimensions. Moreover, most aspects have straightforward three-dimensional analogs: recursive linearization, high-order discretization and fast, forward scattering solvers (although the latter two are still areas of active research). Also, all the machinery used for the method can be used in the development and study of the statistical inverse problem associated with the inverse medium problem.
Two issues we have not addressed here are inverse medium scattering when only partial aperture data is available and when only the magnitude of the far field is measured, rather than magnitude and phase. These are of significant practical importance and also active areas of research. Table 4 .2: Performance of recursive linearization for the simulated thorax phantom.
Conclusions.
We have presented a fast, stable algorithm for inverse scattering: reconstructing an unknown sound speed from far field measurements of the scattered field, in a fully nonlinear regime. For this, we have combined Chen's method of recursive linearization with a recently developed, spectrally accurate fast direct solver [41] . A remarkable feature of recursive linearization is that by solving a sequence of linearized problems for sufficiently small steps in frequency (for a commensurate, band-limited model), one avoids the difficulties associated with the fact that the high-frequency problem is non-convex and ill-posed. Using the HPS solver of [41] , the CPU time requirements for our scheme are modest and we believe that the reconstructions shown here are among the largest ever computed. It is worth noting that for the two large-scale problems considered above, approximately one million partial differential equations were solved, requiring approximately two days in our current parallel MATLAB implementation (using up to 30 cores). the solution of the forward scattering problems in each step, so that all our experiments are easily carried out using modest computational resources.
Two issues we have not addressed here are inverse medium scattering when only partial aperture data is available and when only the magnitude of the far field is measured, rather than magnitude and phase. These are of significant practical importance and also active areas of research. Advanced Scientific Computing Research, Applied Mathematics program under Award Number In our experiments, Newton's method requires several iterations at the lowest frequency, when the initial guess is far from the desired minimum. As the frequency increases, however, a single Newton iteration is sufficient, consist with the underlying theory [11, 17, 26] .
Recursive linearization is easily extended to acoustic or electromagnetic scattering three dimensions. All aspects of the scheme described above have clear three-dimensional analogs. Fast, direct solvers, however, are still under active development and the scale of the problem is substantially larger, of course, for a fixed resolution in each linear dimension.
The scheme described here can be improved and accelerated in various ways and serves mainly as a "proof of concept". Two important issues we have not addressed concern limitations on the available data; in many settings, only partial aperture data is available and in many regimes, only the magnitude of the scattered field can be measured, not its phase. We are currently working on extensions of the method to such problems.
